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For radical innovation to become successful the substitution of established practices are essential. Nevertheless,
in the innovation literature novelty is often at the center and only little attention is paid to the influence of
established technologies and underlying routines. This paper aims to contribute to this gap by increasing the un-
derstanding about the effect of persistence of established practices on the innovation process.Wedo this by using
a framework that combines the Technological Innovation System approach with an analysis of the institutional
logics reinforcing the established practice. The studied case concerns the innovation process to animal-freemed-
icine development. Despite the fact that the substitution of animal tests is called for since the 1980s and animal-
free methods are available, animal tests are still being used in medicine development. This study shows that
adding institutional logics to the innovation systems analysis creates a much better understanding of the
speed and direction of radical innovation.

© 2017 Published by Elsevier Inc.
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1. Introduction

Radical innovations are necessary to tackle the grand societal chal-
lenges society is currently facing. The transformation of socio-technical
systems, including technical, organizational, economic, institutional, so-
cial-cultural and political changes, due to the introduction and diffusion
of radical innovation are referred to as sociotechnical transitions (Van
den Bergh et al., 2011). The research field of transition studies tries to
understand the mechanisms that underlie these complex change pro-
cesses (Markard et al., 2012). This resulted in frameworks to study the
dynamics of transition processes as the Multi-Level Perspective (MLP)
and the Technological Innovation System (TIS) approach. Both frame-
works recognize that new technologies are key to realize societal transi-
tions and that transitions do not easily occur because new technologies
are often poorly aligned with established practices (Kemp et al., 1998;
Geels, 2002; Hekkert et al., 2007). Nevertheless, novelty is at the center
of attention inmost transition studies. For example, the TIS approach fo-
cuses on emerging technologies and the development of the innovation
system supporting the emerging technology (Negro et al., 2008; Suurs
and Hekkert, 2009; Van Alphen et al., 2010). This approach regards
the success of innovations mainly as a consequence of the performance
of the innovation system and the capability of innovation system actors
to impact dominant socio-institutional structures. It does not conceptu-
alize explicitly the broader context outside the TIS such as established
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practices (Markard and Truffer, 2008). The importance of a better un-
derstanding of the TIS context is stressed in a recent article by Bergek
et al. (2015). Contrary to the TIS framework, the MLP framework does
take the established practice and underlying rules into account. For
this, the regime concept is used. The regime, however, is often analyzed
only as a barrier to be overcome or as creating windows of opportunity
and not as a dynamic context continuously influencing the innovation
process (Geels, 2005; Elzen et al., 2011; Yuan et al., 2012).

In the transition literature there is strong recognition that the suc-
cess of emerging technologies depends as much on the development
of the emerging technology as on changing technical regimes (Kemp
et al., 1998; Turnheim and Geels, 2012). Nevertheless, the transition lit-
erature pays little attention to understanding how the persistence of
established practices and underlying rules can impact the creation of
novelty. In MLP terms: far less notice is taken of processes that stabilize
the technical regime (Turnheim and Geels, 2012). This paper contrib-
utes to this gap by focusing on how established practices persist and in-
fluence the innovation process of emerging technologies.

This paper focuses on the persistency of established technologies by
taking an institutional theory perspective. This is in line with
Fuenfschilling and Truffer (2014) who operationalized socio-technical
regimes bymaking use of the institutional logics theory. The term insti-
tution refers to rules. Not just rules in the formof a set of commands and
requirements, but also rules in the sense of roles and practices that are
being established and that are not easily dissolved (Kemp et al., 1998).
Following institutional theory stability and change can be understood
in terms of institutional logics. Institutional logics refer to ‘the belief sys-
tems and related practices that predominate in an organizational field’
(Scott, 2001, p 139). They provide the organizing principles of a field
mper innovation: The case of animal testing, Technol. Forecast. Soc.
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(Friedland and Alford, 1991). A poor fit of emerging technologies with
the prevailing institutional logic hampers successful diffusion, because
it creates economic, technological, cognitive and social barriers for
new technologies (Kemp et al., 1998). Change in the institutional logic
is then essential for innovation to become successful (Reay and
Hinings, 2009). The reason for deploying the TIS approach in this
study is that it is praised for its powerful analysis of the conditions
that enable and hamper emerging technological innovation processes
(Markard and Truffer, 2008). The aim of this paper is twofold. First,
we aim to increase understanding about how established practices per-
sist, often labeled as lock-in, while pressured by novelty and how they
influence the innovation process of emerging technologies. We already
know that several types of feedback loops reinforce lock-in processes as
explained by Unruh (2000) who proposed the concept of Techno-Insti-
tutional Complex (TIC). While Unruh (2000) highlights the interaction
between technological systems and institutional systems, he under-
conceptualized the institutional dimension in lock-in processes. In this
study we aim to enrich insight in the institutional dimension of lock-
in. Second, we aim to conceptually improve the TIS perspective by com-
bining the TIS approach to analyze the innovation process of emerging
technologies with an analysis of the institutional logic related to
established practices. Third, applying a framework that stems from in-
stitutional theorymay beworthwhile for the broaderfield of innovation
studies. The evolutionary perspective on innovation highlights the im-
portance of institutions through the use of concepts like technological
paradigms and technological trajectories (Dosi, 1982). Using institu-
tional theory aswe propose in this papermay create amore detailed in-
sight in what institutional mechanisms create technological paradigms
and trajectories.

We selected the change process towards animal-free testing medi-
cine development as empirical field. Despite the fact that the replace-
ment of animal testing is called for by a range of actors since the
1980s, animal tests are still deeply embedded inmedicine development.
Therefore, this empirical field is very useful to increase our understand-
ing about why established practices persist when confronted with
emerging technologies. Furthermore, the desired change process to-
wards animal-free testing shares characteristics with socio-technical
transitions. Turnheim and Geels (2012), for example, describe low-car-
bon transitions as purposive transitions, which are deliberately pursued
from the start to solve an explicit set of societal problems. Because pri-
vate actors have limited incentives to address societal problems (be-
cause of market failures and free-rider problems), it is likely that
social movements, public opinion, and policy makers play important
roles in purposive transitions (Turnheim and Geels, 2012). Just like
low-carbon transitions, the change process to animal-free methods in
medicine development can be regarded as a purposive change process
to solve the problem of the undesired use of animal tests in which pri-
vate actors have limited incentives.

To explore the persistence of the institutional logic reinforcing
established animal testing practices and the effect of this persistence
on emerging animal-free methods we study one particular case; the
erythropoietin (EPO) potency test in mice. EPO1 is a biotechnology-de-
rived medicine developed to treat patients with anemia. This case is of
particular interest because EPO received market authorization at the
end of the 1980s just after European legislation was implemented that
discouraged animal testing and promoted the use of animal-free
methods. Despite the public resistance to the use of animal tests, and
the availability of animal-free methods, European quality control regu-
lation still requires that the potency of every batch of EPO is assessed
in mice. We will show that the institutional logics framework explains
why the animal test persisted and how the persistency of this
1 EPO is a natural occurring hormone EPO controls the red blood cell production in
humans. A lack of this hormone causes anemia. EPO is also known as a forbidden
performance-enhancing drug in professional sports.
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established practice hampered the development and use of innovative
(animal-free) methods.
2. Theoretical framework

In the mid-1980s innovation system approaches were developed in
reaction to perceived inadequacies to explain innovation and change
processes by neoclassical economics (Sharif, 2006). The Technological
Innovation System (TIS) approach is one of the innovation system ap-
proaches and is used to conceptualize and analyze the complex process
of the development, diffusion and use of new technologies (Bergek et
al., 2008; Hekkert and Negro, 2009). The basic assumption of the TIS ap-
proach is that innovations do not develop in isolation, but that a socio-
technical system, including policy and perceived legitimacy, enables
the development, diffusion and use of technologies. An innovation sys-
tem consists of actors that contribute to the innovation process in a
wide variety of ways, for instance through knowledge development,
supply of financial resources, standardization, and use of the innovation.
These actors are constrained and enabled in their actions by the struc-
ture of the innovation system that consists of network characteristics,
technological artifacts and institutional settings.

The functional analysis of the TIS focuses on the key processes that
take place in the innovation system (see Table 1). These key processes
are necessary to provide the necessary circumstances for actors to inno-
vate. When an innovation system is in an emerging stage of develop-
ment, these key processes contribute to the build-up of the innovation
system's structure. When this structure is in place, innovation becomes
easier. Important features of systems are the strong complementarities
that commonly exist between the components of and processes in a sys-
tem. If, in a system, one critical component or process is lacking, this
may block or slow down the performance of the entire system
(Hekkert et al., 2007). Thus, when one or more of these key processes
do not take place sufficiently, innovation can be hampered (Jacobsson
and Bergek, 2011).

The powerful analysis of the performance of emerging technological
fields is the key contribution of the TIS approach to innovation studies
(Markard and Truffer, 2008). The main critique on this approach is
that it regards the success of innovations mainly as a consequence of
the performance of the TIS and does not systematically take into ac-
count external influences such as established practices and its underly-
ing rules (Markard and Truffer, 2008). In a recent contribution by
Bergek et al. (2015) the context of a TIS is conceptualized by
distinguishing several context systems, like other TIS, sectors, policy,
and geographical systems.While this is very useful, the deep underlying
structures that strongly influence agentic behavior in these different
context systems is not conceptualized. We take up the challenge of
repairing this weakness by making use of the rich body of literature
on institutional theory to conceptualize the context of established prac-
tices to enrich the TIS approach.

Institutional theory studies the deeper and more resilient aspects of
social structures (Scott, 2008). Scott defines institutions as follows: “In-
stitutions are comprised of regulative, normative and cultural-cognitive el-
ements that, together with associated activities and resources provide
stability and meaning to social life” (Scott, 2008, p 48). Thus, institutions
are the taken-for-granted rules (e.g. regulations, user practices, symbol-
ic meanings) that structure and stabilize the practices of daily life (Seo
and Creed, 2002; Kalantaridis and Fletcher, 2012). Institutions have dis-
tinctive properties. They are relatively resistant to change and they tend
to be maintained and reproduced across generations (Scott, 2008). In-
stitutions control and constrain behavior because they impose restric-
tions by defining legal, moral and cultural boundaries, setting off
legitimate from illegitimate activities (Scott, 2008; Kalantaridis and
Fletcher, 2012; Thornton et al., 2012). However, institutions also sup-
port and empower activities and actors (Lawrence and Suddaby,
2006; Thornton et al., 2012). Institutional scholars study how
mper innovation: The case of animal testing, Technol. Forecast. Soc.
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Table 1
Key activities of the innovation system (based on Hekkert et al., 2007; Negro et al., 2007).

Key processes Indicators

1 Entrepreneurial activity
Entrepreneurs are either new entrants
that see opportunities in new markets or
incumbent companies who diversify their
business to take advantage of new
developments. They are essential for a
well-functioning innovation system
because they turn the potential of new
knowledge, networks and markets into
concrete actions to generate and take
advantage of business opportunities. By
entrepreneurial experimenting many
forms of learning takes place. More
knowledge is necessary to deal with the
uncertainties of emerging technologies.
The presence of active entrepreneurs is a
first and prime indication of the
performance of an innovation system.
When entrepreneurial activity lags
behind, causes may be found in the other
six functions.

Experiments with the innovative
methods

2 Knowledge development
Knowledge development in fundamental
for every innovation. Knowledge is the
basis of emerging technologies and is
important to reduce uncertainty and
improve the performance of new
products and processes.

Articles published about
innovative methods

3 Knowledge diffusion
Knowledge exchange is important in a
strict R&D setting, but especially in a
heterogeneous context where R&D meets
government, competitors, and market.
Policy decisions (standards, long term
targets) should be consistent with the
latest technological insights and, at the
same time, R&D agendas should be
affected by changing norms and values.

Conferences and workshops about
innovative methods

4 Guidance of the search
Guidance of the search refers to those
activities that can positively affect the
visibility and clarity of specific wants
among technology users. Since resources
are almost always limited, it is important
that, when various technological options
exist, choices are made for further
investments. Expectations are an
important phenomenon when making
these choices. Choices of actors are often
initially driven by little more than a
hunch.

Policies, legislation and
expectation with regard to
innovative methods

5 Market creation
Emerging technologies often have
difficulties to compete with incumbent
technologies, because they are still badly
adapted to many of the uses to which
they will be put. Incumbent enjoy
increasing returns on investment
whereas emerging technologies are
expensive and often offer only very small
advantages over previously existing
techniques. To be able to compete with
the incumbent technologies, creation of
competitive advantages for emerging
technologies is often necessary.

Niche markets for innovative
methods

6 Resource mobilization
Resources, both financial and human
capital, are necessary as a basic input for
all activities within the innovation
system.

Financial and human capital
invested in innovative methods

7 Counteract resistance to change
New technologies have to become part of
an incumbent regime, or have to
overthrow it. Actors with vested interests
will often oppose to this force of “creative

Advocacy coalitions for innovative
methods

Table 1 (continued)

Key processes Indicators

destruction”. Advocacy coalitions can put
a new technology on the agenda
(function 4), lobby for resources
(function 6) and favorable tax regimes
(function 5), and by doing so create
legitimacy for a new technological
trajectory.
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institutions are created, maintained, adapted and dismissed (Lawrence
and Suddaby, 2006; Scott, 2008).

Scott (2008) distinguishes three types of institutional elements,
which are referred to as regulative, normative and cultural-cognitive el-
ements. First, the regulative elements are explicit, regulative rules,
which constrain behavior and regulate interactions, for example, gov-
ernment regulations, which structure the economic process. Second,
normative elements include values (the preferred or the desirable, to-
gether with the construction of standards to which existing structures
or behaviors can be compared and assessed), norms (how things should
be done), role expectations, duties, rights and responsibilities. Third,
cultural-cognitive elements embrace the nature of reality and frames
through which meaning or sense is made (Scott, 2008).

Thornton andOcasio (2005, p 804) defined institutional logics as ‘the
socially constructed, historical patterns of material practices, assumptions,
values, beliefs, and rules by which individuals produce and reproduce
their material subsistence, organize time and space, and provide meaning
to their social reality’. Institutional logics comprise of a set of institutions
that are the basis of taken-for-granted rules guiding behavior of actors
(Scott, 2008; Reay and Hinings, 2009). Scholars defined seven main so-
cietal institutional logics: the family, the community, the religion, the
professions, the state, the corporation and the market (Friedland and
Alford, 1991; Thornton et al., 2012). These societal institutional logics
are reconfigured and translated in to institutional logics at multiple
levels, such as the organizational and industrial level (Thornton and
Ocasio, 2008). In this paper we study the institutional logic of medicine
development at the industrial level.

Institutional logics are reinforced because they are taken for granted,
normatively endorsed and backed up by authorized powers (Scott,
2008; Thornton et al., 2012). These logics are enacted through institu-
tionalized practices that are reproduced within the field (Berman,
2012). The alignment of underlying assumptions, norms, beliefs and
rules is important for the stability of the institutional logics because
they enforce each other (Scott, 2008). When these elements are not
well aligned, this provides conditions that are likely to give rise to alter-
native institutional logics and can result in institutional change
(Hoffman, 1999; Caronna, 2004).

According to the literature, change in institutional logics is often
driven by outsiders mobilizing resources and using social skills to pro-
mote change (Hardy and Maguire, 2008; Thornton and Ocasio, 2008).
For example, Maguire and Hardy (2009) studied the outsider-driven
abandonment of the practice of DDT use applying the institutional pil-
lars of Scott (2001). They describe how the take-for-granted use of
DDTwas deinstitutionalized by undermining the three institutional pil-
lars. Furthermore, change can also be induced by powerful insiders (Rao
et al., 2012; Greenwood and Suddaby, 2006). Finally, social movements
can play a role in triggering change as sources of new logics or acting to
destabilize fields, such as the anti-genetics movement influencing the
success of biotechnology products of pharmaceutical companies in Ger-
many in 1980s (Weber et al., 2009).

Innovations strongly deviating from established institutional logic
will have problems in breaking through. Theywill not be regarded as le-
gitimate, will not be taken for granted and will not be supported by au-
thorized powers. Actors that support the innovation therefore have to
challenge the dominant institutional logic as it is essential for the suc-
cess of innovations. This institutional change is often beyond the
mper innovation: The case of animal testing, Technol. Forecast. Soc.
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capacity of individual actors and therefore requires joint activities by a
wide group of actors on the basis of mutual interests (Oliver, 1993;
Wijen and Ansari, 2007). Collective inaction is often a problem in
these change processes (Heckathorn, 1996). Collective inaction can be
the result of the free-rider problem, lack of leadership and actor apathy
because actors feel their contribution to the problem is insignificant
(Wijen and Ansari, 2007). However, circumstances may change.
Berman (2012, p 261) argues that “When one logic is dominant, innova-
tions based on alternative logics may have trouble gaining the resources
they need to becomemore broadly institutionalized. But if a changing envi-
ronment starts systematically to favor practices based on an alternative
logic, that logic can become stronger even in the absence of a coherent pro-
ject to promote it”.

In this paper we study the established practice of EPO potency test-
ing in mice. To systematically identify the drug development logic that
reinforces the practice of EPO potency testing in mice, we used the
three institutional elements (regulative, normative and cultural-cogni-
tive) of Scott (2008) as heuristic to explore the institutional logic.
3. Method

The institutional logic reinforcing the EPOpotency testing practice in
mice is analyzed in combination with the innovation process of innova-
tive animal-free methods to increase understanding of how established
practices persist when confronted with emerging technologies. To gain
detailed insight we employed an explorative case study methodology
(Yin, 2003). The studied case, the EPO potency practice, is an illustrative
case of purposive change processes.We selected this particular case, be-
cause it is a relatively well-documented example where promising in-
novative methods did not manage to replace the problematized
existing practice. Therefore, dynamics between the activities in the TIS
and institutional logic are expected. In this way, this study in the field
of animal-testing in medicine development could provide insights that
are also valuable for transition studies in general.

A qualitative event history analysis was done to gain insight into the
dynamics of the innovation process of animal-free methods that could
replace the EPO potency test in mice and into the institutional logic re-
inforcing the EPO potency test in mice. In the event history analysis, the
three institutional elements and the seven key processes of the TIS are
operationalized (Tables 1 and 2).

Subsequently, events were identified and related to the institutional
elements and key processes. An event can be defined as an instance of
change with respect to the institutional elements and/or key processes
of the TIS, which is the work of one or more actors and which carries
some public importance with respect to the institutions and TIS under
Table 2
Institutional elements (based on Scott, 2008).

Elements Indicators

1 Regulative
The regulative elements refer to explicit, formal
rules, which constrain behavior and regulate
interactions, for example, government regulations,
which structure the economic process. It is about
rewards and punishments backed up with
sanctions.

Rules, laws and sanctions

2 Normative
Normative elements are often highlighted by
traditional sociologists. These institutions confer
values, norms, role expectations, duties, rights and
responsibilities.

Norms and values

3 Cultural-cognitive
Cultural- cognitive elements constitute the nature
of reality and frames through which meaning or
sense is made. Symbols (words, concepts, myths,
signs, and gestures) have their effect by shaping
the meanings we attribute to objects and activities.

Common beliefs and
shared logics of action
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investigation. Examples of such events are scientific studies carried
out, policy measures issued and norms that are changed.

Event history data are collected retrospectively making use of scien-
tific literature, reports and websites (see Appendix). The delineation of
the study is Europe, because EPO potency testing in mice is mandatory
for European quality control. It is recognized that this innovation pro-
cess of animal-free methods is influenced by activities worldwide.
Some of these activities, such as the development of animal-free
methods by researchers and manufacturers outside Europe, are also in-
cluded in the analysis when they largely influenced the innovation pro-
cess in Europe. The data is collected over a 40-year period from the early
development of EPO in 1970 until 2010.

The identification of events was an inductive exercise for which the
conceptual framework of key processes (Table 1) and institutional ele-
ments (Table 2) were used as a heuristic. With the definitions of the
key processes and institutional elements in mind it was possible to in-
terpret particular reports as events. The data has been triangulated
using 9 semi-structured interviews with experts from industry and reg-
ulation (see Appendix). A storyline was constructed based on the
events.
4. The story of EPO potency testing

The case study concerns the practice of EPO potency testing that, fol-
lowing the dominant logic of medicine development, had to be formal-
ized in regulation in the 1990s. The narrative of EPO potency testing is
elaborated in the following sections.

4.1. The institutional logic of medicine development and the use of animal
models

In Europe, the first regulative element concerning the development
ofmedicines was implemented in the 1960swith the adoption of Direc-
tive 65/65/EEC and it came into existence as a result of the Thalidomide
tragedy2 (Rägo and Santoso, 2008). This tragedy changed norms be-
cause medicines were no longer concerned ordinary consumers' prod-
ucts, as consumers were not in the position to make decisions about
when, and how to use medicines. The Thalidomide tragedy made clear
that even healthcare professionals did not have the capabilities to take
informed decisions about all safety and quality aspects related to med-
icines. Governments became considered to be responsible for the pro-
tection of their citizens in fields where the citizens themselves are not
able to do so (normative element). Governments therefore, required
that all new medicines had to be approved by regulatory authorities
based on the proven safety, efficacy and quality to gain market authori-
zation (Rägo and Santoso, 2008).

Animals had been successfully used as amodel for humans through-
out the history in scientific research and education (Monamy, 2000).
This success had created profound belief in animal tests and made the
use of animal tests inmedicine development to study the safety, efficacy
and quality ofmedicines an obvious choice. Due to the deep belief in the
value of animalmodels to predict effects in humans and the broaduse of
thesemodels in scientific research (cultural-cognitive element), the an-
imal experimentswere implemented in regulative elements concerning
the development ofmedicines evenwithout thoroughly validating their
ability to predict efficacy and safety in humans. Animal studies have
been the golden standard in medicine development ever since (norma-
tive element). Even the scientific doubt on the predictive value of ani-
mal studies (e.g. Van Meer et al., 2012, 2013) did not influence the
belief in and the position of animal studies as the golden standard in
medicine development.
2 In the late 1950s, the sedative medicine, Thalidomide, was used to curemorning sick-
ness amongst others for pregnant women. Themedicine waswithdrawn from themarket
in 1961 because it caused severe birth defects.

mper innovation: The case of animal testing, Technol. Forecast. Soc.
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Directive 2001/83/EC (regulative element) lays down that the Euro-
pean Directorate for the Quality of Medicines & HealthCare (EDQM) is
responsible for the quality control of medicines in the European Union
(European Commission, 2001). The EDQM standards for quality control
of medicines are prescribed in regulative elements; the monographs of
the European Pharmacopoeia. The General Notices3 of the European
Pharmacopoeia report that “statements inmonographs constitutemanda-
tory requirements” (EDQM, 2012, p 4453).

The duty of the EDQM is protecting public health by ensuring the
quality of medicines (EDQM, n.d.). In order to fulfill this duty, the
EDQMhas to be intrinsically risk averse and conservative (normative el-
ements). This norm to act precautious is a major barrier to change. An
interviewee stated “the biggest problem is … just intrinsic conservatism.
Once you have something thatworks and you understand it, there is always
resistance to change” (Industry2, 2011). As a result, an extensive valida-
tion procedure (see Fig. 1) and monograph revision process have to be
followed to replace a test in the monographs of the European Pharma-
copoeia (regulative elements) (Coune, 2007). Furthermore, innovative
animal-free methods can only be implemented in the European Phar-
macopoeia when the member states of the EDQM unanimously accept
the new test (Regulator1, 2011).

The aim of themonographs of the European Pharmacopoeia is to as-
sess the quality of medicines for humans (EDQM1, n.d.). When validat-
ing a new quality test, it would be most valuable to use the correlation
between the effect of interest in humans and the results of the innova-
tive test as validation endpoint. This is not the case. Instead, the correla-
tion between the results of the animal-free method and the effect in
animals is used (regulative element) (Industry1, 2011; NR L2, 2011;
NR L3, 2011). This is problematic. The results of the animal tests are
known to be variable and have limited sensitivity in many cases
(Industry2, 2011). Thus, a non-ideal prediction model (animal test)
for the effects on humans is used as a reference for the validation of an-
imal-free methods. The rationale of using the animal data is that new
methods are aimed at replacing that test (cultural-cognitive element).

Furthermore, regulators, manufacturers and scientists are still
trained based on the notion that animal studies are the golden standard
to assess the safety and quality of medicines for humans (cultural-cog-
nitive element) (Industry2, 2011; Researcher3, 2011). The experience
with animal studies and belief in the value of animal tests support the
choice for this reference as quality issues in humans have been uncom-
mon under the current regulation (cultural-cognitive element) (NR L1,
2011). Additionally, due to intrinsic conservatism (normative element)
the EDQM requires that the results of innovative methods show high
correlation with the results of established animal tests (regulative ele-
ment). This is problematic when the animal test is variable and has lim-
ited sensitivity.

The institutional logic of medicine development has been in place
since the 1960s. Since the startmore andmorewell aligned institutional
elements have been put in place. The most important institutional ele-
ments are the norm that medicine are not ordinary consumer products
and the expectation that governments protect citizens (cultural cogni-
tive). These elements made the implementation of regulative elements
legitimate. Due to ruling cultural-cognitive elements animal studies be-
came the golden standard in most regulative elements of the institu-
tional logic of medicine development as it was the method or norm
how medicines were studied.
4.2. The emergence of animal-free methods for EPO potency testing

Controversies have been surrounding animal experimentation
throughout history (Ryder, 2000). The use of animal studies came
under increasing pressure in the secondhalf of the 20th century. Animal
welfare organizations were set up and the predictive value of animal
3 General Notices 10000E of the European Pharmacopoeia apply to all the monographs
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tests in drug development came under extensive scientific discussion
(market creation) (Igarashi et al., 1995; Olson et al., 2000; Van Meer
et al., 2012, 2013). The scientific debates and actions of animal welfare
organizations led to increased public awareness and resistance to ani-
mal experimentation (market creation). As a consequence, animal ex-
perimentation was put on political agendas and Directive 86/609/EEC
and ETS 123 aiming to protect laboratory animals, to discourage animal
testing, to facilitate the development of innovativemethods and to force
the use of innovative methods were implemented in Europe in 1986
(guidance of the search) (European Economic Community, 1986;
Council of Europe, 1986; Balls, 1994; Baumans, 2004; Kolar, 2006,
European Commission, 2012a, 2012b).4

The reduced public acceptance of the use of animal experimentation
created legitimacy to develop innovativemethods (counteracting resis-
tance to change). As a result, resourceswere increasingly invested in the
development of animal-free methods to assess the safety, efficacy and
quality of medicines, including animal-free methods for EPO potency
testing (resource mobilization).

At the end of the 1970s the amino acid sequence of EPO was identi-
fied and the corresponding gene isolated. Based on that gene thebiotech
company Amgen developed the medicine EPO. EPO entered the market
in the 1990s. Under influence of the institutional logic of medicine de-
velopment, quality control for EPO had to be formalized. EPO potency
testing is a component of the quality control of EPO. Potency is the abil-
ity of medicines to exert their intended activity (Mire-Sluis, 2001). EPO
potency is dependent on correct folding for binding affinity and signal
transduction and on glycosylation to decelerate clearing from the
body by the liver (Imai et al., 1990; Watson and Yao, 1993; Barth et
al., 2007; Ferretto et al., 2009).

EPO potency testing is required because every produced batch of
EPO has a different composition. EPO is produced in cells. The folding
and glycosylation of EPO are not fully controlled processes because
they are dependent on the conditions in the cell. Slightly different pro-
cess conditions or starting materials can result in other end-products.
This means that the folding and the glycosylation patterns can vary
within and between batches. To safeguard acceptable and comparable
dosing regimens for patients the potency of all EPO batches needs to
be assessed.

The practice to assess the potency of this new medicine still needed
to be developed. Before EPO receivedmarket approval in the 1990s, sev-
eral studies had already been done to develop animal-free methods to
assess EPO potency (entrepreneurial activity). It had taken decades of
research to correlate the potency of protein medicines in animals with
the results of animal-free methods (knowledge development), and the
development of animal-free methods for EPO potency testing showed
additional difficulties (Barth et al., 2007). The potency of most protein
medicines depends only on binding affinity and signal transduction,
whereas for EPO potency there is also a strong, but not fully understood,
correlation between glycosylation and potency (Imai et al., 1990;
Watson and Yao, 1993; Barth et al., 2007; Ferretto et al., 2009,
Industry1, 2011). Various animal-free methods to assess EPO potency,
such as quantitative Western method, radioimmunoassay (RIA), capil-
lary zone electrophoresis (CZE) and iso-electric focusing (IEF), were de-
veloped (knowledge development, knowledge diffusion and
entrepreneurial activity) (Hammerling et al., 1996; Goldwasser et al.,
1975; Sherwood and Goldwasser, 1979, Watson and Yao, 1993, Bietlot
and Girard, 1997). These innovative methods were developed in re-
search laboratories, bymanufacturers and at universities. These projects
were often funded internally or with public money (resource mobiliza-
tion) (Researcher1, 2011; Researcher2, 2011; Researcher3, 2011). Nev-
ertheless, it remained a scientific challenge to assess glycosylation,
being another factor influencing EPO potency.
4 Directive 86/609/EEC was revised in 2010 to further foster the development of
animal-free methods (European Commission, 2012a).
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The public resistance to the use of animal studies counteracted resis-
tance to change. This resulted in guidance of the search and resource
mobilization to reduce animal studies in the European Union. Hereby,
a market was created for innovative methods to replace animal studies.
The development of methods to assess the potency of EPO was influ-
enced by this societal change. The legitimacy to develop innovative
methods and availability of resources stimulated knowledge develop-
ment, knowledge diffusion and entrepreneurial activities with innova-
tive methods to assess EPO potency. A technological innovation
system (TIS) of animal-free EPO potency testing emerged.
4.3. Institutionalization of the EPO potency testing practice

Following the institutional logic of medicine development, the
EDQM formulated a draft monograph for EPO quality control in 1996
(regulative element). The actors involved in the TIS of animal-free EPO
potency testing had been very successful in developing (knowledge de-
velopment) and experimenting with (entrepreneurial activity) animal-
freemethods to assess folding and binding affinity. However, the TIS ac-
tors did notmanage to develop amethod to quantitativelymeasure gly-
cosylation (Regulator1, 2011). Without being able to measure and
quantify glycosylation it is not possible to predict the potency of EPO
using animal-free methods (Garthoff et al., 1995; Bristow and Charton,
1999).

Therefore, the EDQM proposed to implement two animal tests5 in
which the potency is mapped by directly measuring the increase in
5 Method 1: The activity of the preparation in estimated by examining under given con-
ditions, its effect in stimulating the incorporation of 59Fe into circulating red blood cells of
mice made polycythaemic by exposure to reduced atmospheric pressure.Method 2: The
assay based on the measurement of stimulation of reticulocyte production in
normocythaemic mice.
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red blood cells inmice after injecting EPO in 1996 (EDQM, 1996). To de-
termine comparable dosage the increase in red blood cells is related to
the increase of red blood cell induced by the reference product ((Biolog-
ical Reference Preparation (BRP )6). The relative potency measured in
the animal test as measure for EPO potency in human was never exten-
sively validated. The test was assumed to predict EPO potency in
humans (cultural-cognitive element), even though it was recognized
that the results of animal tests were variable between animals and be-
tween experiments. In 1999 monograph 1316 was implemented in
the European Pharmacopoeia, requiring that EPO potency had to be
assessed, using one of the two prescribed animal tests, prior to product
release (regulative element) (EDQM, 2012).

Influenced by the logic of medicine development, the quality control
of EPO had to be formalized soon after market introduction of the new
medicine (regulative element). At that time there was no animal-free
method available that was able to assess EPO potency and therefore
the golden standard of animal experiments in medicine development
was implemented in the monograph.
4.4. Deadlocked innovation due to collective inaction

Only six months after the implementation of monograph 1316 in
1999, it was concluded that a newly developed anima-free method
using CZE could quantitatively assess glycosylation (entrepreneurial ac-
tivity) (Bristow and Charton, 1999). Of the in total eight animal-free
methods for EPO potency testing7 none could assess binding, signal
6 Biological reference preparations are medicine standards set by the World Health
Organization

7 Some methods developed by manufacturers might be missing in this overview, be-
cause they are not published and not shared in interviews for strategic reasons (Industry1,
2011; Industry2, 2011).
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transduction and glycosylation (see Table 3). Only a combination of two
methods could assess EPO potency. It was anticipated that a cultured
cell assay in combination with this new CZE method could replace the
EPO potency test in mice (knowledge development, knowledge diffu-
sion) (Charton and Castle, 2001).

With the implementation of EPO potency testing in monograph
1316 the EPO potency testing practice became embedded in the logic
of medicine development. Thereby the TIS of animal-free methods be-
came inextricably connected to the institutional logic ofmedicinedevel-
opment and its mainly constraining elements. Especially regulative
elements of the institutional logic of medicine development restricted
the market potential (market creation) for animal-free methods, be-
cause only results of methods prescribed in the European Pharmaco-
poeia are accepted by the EDQM.For market formation it became
essential to validate animal-free methods (Fig. 1). For validation, extra
entrepreneurial activity became required and therefore additional re-
sources needed to be mobilized. The aim of the TIS actors had to shift.
Instead of developing just a method to assess EPO potency, a method
to replace the animal tests in the EuropeanPharmacopoeia had to bede-
veloped (cultural-cognitive element). The rules for the TIS of animal-
free methods were changed when EPO potency was embedded in the
institutional logic of medicine development. Institutional elements di-
rectly influenced the TIS and complicated the innovation process as
more activity became required, such asknowledge development (set
up of a validation study), knowledge diffusion (transfer of innovative
methods to participating laboratories), entrepreneurial activities (carry-
ing outthe validation experiments), resource mobilization (financing
the validation process) and counteracting resistance to change (con-
vincing all themember states of the EDQM that the innovativemethods
can replace the animal tests).

The actors in the TIS considered validation of the animal-free
methods a barrier to innovation. The investments to validate innovative
methods are high and the chance of success was considered low. Due to
the nature of the validation requirements (correlation with the animal
study results), the results of validation studies were expected to be dis-
putable making unanimous acceptation by the member states of the
EDQM unlikely, and thus implementation in the European Pharmaco-
poeia, uncertain. Using high correlation with the results of the EPO po-
tency test in mice as a validation requirement is unrealistic.
Demonstrating high correlation between the animal test and the com-
bined animal-free method is technically not possible for three reasons.
Firstly, it is unclear how to correlate the results of the animal test, direct-
ly measuring the effect of EPO on red blood cell production, with the re-
sults of a combination of animal-free methods indirectly measuring the
potency of EPO (Industry2, 2011; NR L2, 2011; NR L3, 2011). Secondly,
the results of the animal test are variable while this is less the case for
animal-free methods (EDQM, 2012; Jelkmann, 2009). Finally, experi-
encewith the animal tests showed that these tests are not very sensitive
(EDQM, 2012; Jelkmann, 2009). An interviewee from industry stated:
“The reticulocyte assay (Method B) is … a very imprecise assay… it is
very difficult to detect a 50% change of activity… The iron59 incorporation
assay (Method A) can detect something like a 20-25% change in activity”
Table 3
Method characteristics⁎.

Method Binding

Animal test +
Radioimmunoassay (Egrie et al., 1987) +
Cultured cells (Krystal et al., 1981) +
Western method (Hammerling et al., 1996) +
Sialylation-sensitive cell method (Liefooghe et al., 2005) +
RP -LC method (Barth et al., 2007) −
MALDI TO F MS method (Llop et al., 2008) −
CZE method (Zhang et al., 2009) −
cIE F method (Cifuentes et al., 1999) −

⁎ This list of criteria is not exhaustive and not prioritized.
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(Industry 2, 2011). Actor apathy hampered the validation process be-
cause the risk was regarded high as it remained unclear how to show
high correlation between one direct indicator and a combination of in-
direct indicators, whereof the direct indicator shows variability and
has a lower sensitivity.

The uncertainty and additional requirements for the success of ani-
mal-free methods for EPO potency reduced the legitimacy for investing
in animal-freemethods for EPO potency testing. Furthermore, the costly
validation process in combinationwith thenorm that patented practices
are not accepted in the monographs of the European Pharmacopoeia
(Regulator1, 2011) created a free-rider problem as there was no chance
of recovering costs of development and validation while other actors
could directly profit from these investments if the animal-free methods
would be implemented in the monograph.

The EDQMundertook three attempts to lower the barriers that ham-
pered the use of animal-free methods. Firstly, the EDQM attempted to
realize collective data gathering by proposing to implement an ani-
mal-free method into (regulative) monograph 1316 without replacing
the mice test (EDQM, 2002; Regulator1, 2011). The results of the ani-
mal-free test provided by manufacturers would be used for the valida-
tion. However, the proposed revision was not unanimously accepted
by the member states of the EDQM and therefore not adopted
(Regulator1, 2011). The main objection was that the description of the
animal-free method, the ‘in vitro activity assay’, was not specified
enough (Regulator1, 2011). Secondly, the EDQM attempted to to gather
data for validation in collaborative studies for the establishment of EPO
BRP batch 2 and 3 in 2004 and 2007 (entrepreneurial activity)
(Behr-Gross et al., 2004; Behr-Gross et al., 2007). Thirdly, the EDQM in-
cluded cultured cell methods and the CZEmethod into the study design
to gather data for the validation of these methods. In both studies only
three of the participating laboratories followed upon that request. It
was concluded that due to the limited amount of data, the results of
the animal-free methods could not be compared with results obtained
by animal tests (entrepreneurial activity) (Behr-Gross et al., 2004;
Behr-Gross et al., 2007). So, none of the three attempts to foster valida-
tion of innovative methods succeeded.

Summarizing, initially there were many promising activities in the
TIS of animal-free testmethods. The developed technologies had the po-
tential to become the standard to assess EPO potency. Unfortunately,
more time then available was needed to develop a set of assays that
could assess binding, signal transduction and glycosylation pattern.
The logic of medicine development required the formalization of the
EPO potency testing practice as EPO received market authorization.
Therefore, the only method capable of assessing binding, signal trans-
duction and glycosylation pattern, the variable and limited sensitive
EPO potency test in mice, was implemented in the monograph of Euro-
pean Pharmacopoeia. With the implementation in the monograph, the
EPO potency testing practice becamepart of the logic ofmedicine devel-
opment and the innovativemethods developed in the TIS of animal-free
methods became subject to elements of the institutional logic of medi-
cine development. This impacted the rules of the innovation process
by introducing a new barrier to the use of animal-free methods.
Signal transduction Glycosylation pattern Accuracy

+ + Direct
− − Indirect
+ − Indirect
− − Indirect
+ ± Indirect
− + Indirect
− + Indirect
− + Indirect
− + Indirect
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Animal-free methods now had to be validated according to the institu-
tional elements in order to replace the animal test in the monograph
(regulative element). Although only six months after the implementa-
tion of the EPO potency test in mice in the monograph, a combined an-
imal-free method to assess EPO potency became available. The
additional requirements animal-free methods had to meet deadlocked
the innovation process. The validation procedure was never initiated.
There were inadequate incentives to initiate the validation studies and
the developers of the innovative methods often did not have the re-
sources, that isnot sufficient resource mobilization, to conduct valida-
tion studies. In addition, the cost of validation could not be recovered
as patented methods are not accepted by the EDQM. So there was not
sufficient market creation. A free-rider problem and lack of need to
change the gold standard caused a collective action problem.

This study demonstrated that barriers to the use of innovative
methods developed in the TIS are lower when there is not yet an
established practice in an institutional logic. Once a practice is
established, innovative methods need to compete with the established
methods. This is especially challenging when it is difficult to compare
the performance of practices. This can be the case if, for example,
there is a misfit in the unit of analysis of competing practices whereby
it is often problematic to correlate results. In this case study, a regulative
element (monograph of European Pharmacopoeia) further impeded in-
novation as it prescribed that it is not allowed to use innovative
methods unless they are validated and adopted in the monograph.
The required validation exercise will not result in incontrovertible con-
clusions as it is not possible to correlate the results of a set of innovative
methods to the result of the established animal study. This misalign-
ment between innovative methods and the institutional logic structur-
ing drug development need to be resolved to enable innovation.

Conceptually, the study also shows that the development and diffu-
sion of a novel technology can be better explained by combining a TIS
analysis with an institutional analysis of existing practices than by a
TIS analysis alone. The problems for TIS actors in gaining legitimacy
are better understood when analysts also have insight in the prevailing
institutions.

5. Conclusion

The aim of this article was to increase understanding about the per-
sistence of established practices and its effect on emerging innovations
by combining the TIS approach with institutional logics. We studied the
EPO potency testing practice in drug development as an exploratory
case. By doing that we aimed to contribute to the theoretical under-
standing of how institutional logics hamper complex innovation
processes.

This study showed that the concept of institutional logic is a power-
ful heuristic to understand the lock-in of established practices in drug
development and the effect of this lock-in on the innovation process
of innovative methods. Firstly, the analysis of the institutional logic of
medicine development provided insight in why the EPO potency test
was implemented in regulation in the first place. The combined
approached showed that chances for innovative animal-free testing
methods and established practices are unequal as acceptance criteria
for established practices are lower than for innovative methods. Due
to the strong alignment of assumptions, values, beliefs and rules about
the use and value of animal studies in drug development, animal studies
retain their status as gold standard. Once the established practice is in-
stitutionalized, barriers to innovation increase further. This analysis
showed that the implementation of established practices in new regula-
tions should be prevented because formalization of established prac-
tices hampers the innovation process towards innovative methods.

Secondly, although the emergence of novel technologies is crucial
for change, insight in the institutional logic wherein animal studies are
embedded helps to understand the origin of several mechanisms that
hampered the innovation process. These insights elucidated the
Please cite this article as: Kooijman, M., et al., How institutional logics ha
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mismatch between the institutional logic of drug development and in-
novative methods to substitute animal studies and thereby provided
understanding aboutwhy innovativemethods could not break through.
Replacing the EPO potency test in mice was not realized because the el-
ements of the medicine development logic were well aligned towards
animal studies asmodel for humans. The innovativemethods, for exam-
ple, have to provide similar results as the animal test and this similarity
has to be demonstrated in multi-laboratory validation studies.

In the highly regulated drug development field, institutions play a
major role in the innovation process, especially regarding the practice
of animal testing, the gold standard in the potency and safety assess-
ment of new and established drugs. As we want to understand the
role of institutional logic in emerging technologicalfields, animal testing
is an adequate illustrative case study. It delivers a thorough understand-
ing of the power of institutionalization of practices, thereby bridging the
innovation and transition literaturewith notions from institutional soci-
ology and change (e.g. Garud et al. 2007; Lawrence et al., 2009;Maguire
et al. 2004; Scott, 2008), in order to create more detailed insights in the
institutional context of emerging technological fields.

The theoretical lesson to be learned from this case is that the influ-
ence of the institutional logic, which reinforces the established practice,
on the emerging innovation process is often undervalued in innovation
and transition literature. For radical change processes a better under-
standing of influencing institutional logics contributes to the under-
standing of the innovation process as it provides insight in the origin
of barriers and helps to identify potential future barriers to innovation
induces by the established institutional logic. This analysis provides
leads to resolve barriers and anticipates to potential barriers of the
future.

Based on our findings it can be concluded that the combined analysis
of the functions of the TIS of innovative methods and the institutional
logic structuring drug development enriched our understanding of the
studied innovation process. The studied case may present and extreme
case due to the highly regulated character of drug development, the
specific perception of risks related to drugs, and a lack of normalmarket
conditions. Yet, all emerging technologies compete in oneway or anoth-
erwith established practices and the institutional logicwherein they are
embedded. The mechanisms by which the institutional logic hampered
innovation in this case may also explain slow innovation processes in
other fields, such as the slow adoption of electric vehicles or solar panels
and shed a different light on the emergence and success of new techno-
logical fields.
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